Reiki healing
Reiki... of the many techniques embracing Spiritual Healing, always remember
that all connect to and come from the same source.
Having worked with many different healers and techniques including Reiki
some very important aspects of concern have come to light. Both beginning
and experienced healers alike is for them to become thoroughly convinced that
this method or that technique is the ultimate end all method of healing. This is
the same trap that happens to people in religion, business, politics or any other
endeavor. Many teachings including some old techniques in their modern
interpretation are incorporating some very detrimental paradigms. Some are
presenting their teachings that produce very profound blocks for their
practitioners with very negative implications for their clients.
Any method or technique that tells the healer, "You Are So Special",
immediately puts the healers ego in a very judgmental and detrimental position.
Everyone is Special, none above, none below any other, forgetting, not
understanding or choosing to believe it is violating one of the basic tenets of
most of the greatest masters. Each expression although different is still an
extension of Creator. Getting rid of all ego is virtually an impossibility since the
complete loss would lead to no action. Within the state of Pure Love the true
healer finds all the undesirable attributes of the ego will cease automatically
with no effort.
With any method or technique that says certain procedures must be followed
and always produce the same results has little understanding of the processes
involved. The true healer understands that they are just a conduit or vehicle for
all the healing energies to be enhanced by. The more advanced a healer
become the more they learn to bring the subject to the altar and keep out of the
experts way.
If there is any advice to be found here it is this. Study every method and
technique you can and after you learn all there is to know about them,,,,, Throw
Everything You Have Learned Away !
Of all the paths leading to Spirit, begin to see, all paths originate from Spirit.

